NEW FONTAINE® HEAVY-HAUL RENEGADE LXLN12 FEATURES 12-INCH LOADED DECK HEIGHT

SPRINGVILLE, ALABAMA -- Fontaine Heavy-Haul, the recognized technology leader and innovator in the lowbed trailer industry, is introducing a new trailer that features a 12-inch loaded deck while maintaining 4-inches of ground clearance – the new Fontaine Renegade LXLN12. "This remarkable new trailer with its low 12-inch deck height gives equipment haulers and freight companies greater hauling versatility," explained Todd Anderson, VP Sales and Marketing. "It can help you clear obstructions or overpasses with taller loads that typical lowbed trailers simply handle, and for even greater versatility it is equipped with a dual-pawl 7-position gooseneck ride height control." Anderson concluded.

This advanced technology lowbed trailer is remarkably strong AND lightweight. It handles 30 tons in 16 feet or 30 tons in 20 feet with the addition of an optional flip axle. With nearly 33' of open deck and 53' overall length, the LXLN12 weighs only 20,525 lbs. Its engineered box beam design features full width crossmembers on 18" centers. The twin box beams are the backbone of the trailer providing exceptional torsional stability to help prevent twisting. More importantly, both beams share the same centers as the gooseneck tower and gooseneck base, providing the LXLN12 with outstanding pulling and tracking capability.

Your local Fontaine Heavy-Haul dealer can help you specify the right lowbed trailer configuration for your application. For more information contact Greg Smith, VP Marketing and Business Development, Fontaine Heavy-Haul, 5398 US Highway 11, Springville, AL 35146 • 800-633-6551x826 • www.fontainetrailer.com
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Fontaine is the most respected name in the platform trailer industry and the largest platform trailer brand in the world. It encompasses a complete line of aluminum, steel, and composite trailers for the flatbed, drop deck, and heavy-haul markets. Manufacturing facility locations are in Haleyville and Springville, Alabama. Fontaine is a Marmon / Berkshire Hathaway company.